goals will remain similar, although the focus will be change A transition at this time seems propitious. The net, with its steadilyincreasing capabilities of sound (and video) transmission offers dis" tinct advantages for the consideration of performance practice. The timbre of a Renaissance harpsichord, the distinctiveness of a baroque trill, the upsurge of a Lisztian rubato, all become more immediate and compelling through sound than through mere verbal description.
The print phase of performance practice study has in a sense run its PPO, with this in view, will shift its emphasis to the audible, while minimizing the verbal. Typically, a contribution to PPO might as sume the following form. 
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The contribution will in this way be focused upon a single aspect of performance (a timbre, an ornament, a tempo change, etc.), accompanied by a short explanation concerning its relevance for performance practice. Ideally, each item will be directed toward a specific genre, a certain composer, or a specific musical work.
The possibilities for sound excerpts are multifold. Ordinarily, each excerpt will illuminate and make palpable some current aspect of the field. The advantage of short excerpts is two-fold: 1) they will narrow the viewer's attention to a single aspect of historical performance 2) they will facilitate transfer over the net2
In the following pages a number of novel ideas, most of them recent, are brought to the reader's attention. Each conveys some fresh insight that lends itself aptly to future illustration through sound. The ideas presented range widely through various categories of historical practice. They are, of course, simply representative, and numerous others might have been proposed as well. of note values, perhaps to so subtle a degree that Tosi himself declined to provide examples of it. Sandra Rosenblum in a recent study has singled out a number of passages in 18th-century works that seem to represent attempts by composers to set down in notation something like this form of improvisation;14 examples such as these might well serve as guidelines for the modem executant. One instance among others occurs in Mozart's Rondo K511, in which the theme, in one of its many reappearances, is variegated by the slight delaying of certain of its notes, a procedure that very likely affords a precious insight into Mozart's own highly expressive manner of playing.
As the harpsichordist Th6rkse de Goede-Klinkhamer has made evident in a new study, early baroque thoroughbass realizations have too often been colored or obscured by more recent, 19th-century, harmonic procedures.15 She opens the possibility of a fresh approach that takes its basis from the examples of contemporary theorists, which show in detail the chord forms and voice leadings appropriate to a given style, and often, by extension, to a given composer.
The ornamental vibrato (17th through 19th centuries), as Greta Moens-Haenen has shown, was generally quite narrow, and never more than a half step in width; moreover, it was reserved for particu- 
